World-class recording
software included.
Seamlessly integrated with the included PreSonus Studio One
Artist music production software, the ioStation 24c audio interface
works with virtually all macOS and Windows recording software.
Easy to learn, Studio One enables you to compose, record, and
produce without getting distracted by the tools or hemmed in
by track limitations. Need a new loop or sample for your latest
production? Studio One lets you shop, audition, and purchase new
content and upgrades without even opening your browser—you’ll
build the version of Studio One that’s right for you. By combining
a flexible single-window user interface with a modern, beat-based
production workflow, Studio One’s drag-and-drop approach
doesn’t dictate how you work or what you work on. You do.

One is the
happiest number.
Whether you’re just getting into audio production or looking
to streamline your recording rig, the ioStation 24c audio
interface and production controller will give you clear, clean,
ultra-high-def sound with professional mixing tools in a
compact, space-saving design. While it’s a perfect companion
for any recording software, the ioStation24c and included
Studio One Artist provide you with a complete, affordable
recording solution that will make you sound great.
Visit www.presonus.com to learn more.
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The collaborative partner
for the solo artist.

Superior front-end
for superior results.

When you’re a solo artist, you have to be more than just creative

Audiophile-grade digital converters and transparent preamps

to realize your vision—you must also be a producer and an

create a superior recording and listening experience. The

audio engineer. The ioStation 24c audio interface and production

ioStation 24c audio interface features two of PreSonus’

controller provides the tools needed for all of these diverse roles

acclaimed XMAX Class A analog microphone preamps that

in a compact, ergonomic desk-top design that will fit into any

deliver incredibly high headroom, deep lows, smooth highs, and

home studio. Record your audio through two pristine XMAX mic

a rich overall sound—you’ll hear every breath, transient, and

preamps and high-definition 24-bit, 192 kHz analog-to-digital

detail in your recordings. High-quality converters provide 115

converters. Navigate your recordings with easy-to-use transport

dB of dynamic range to capture complex musical harmonics

controls. Edit your production and automate parameters in your

smoothly and naturally. The result is clear, consistent audio that

favorite DAW with the powerful Session Navigator; and mix it all

makes mixing easier and creating a polished sound faster.

with a 100 mm touch-sensitive motorized fader. Whether you’re a
musician producing your latest album or just getting started with
your first podcast, the ioStation 24c gives you all the tools you
need to record and mix with the ease of hands-on, tactile control—
all in a single device that doesn’t clutter your creative space.

Work smarter.
We’ve incorporated elements from the award-winning FaderPortseries controllers into the ioStation 24c. Rather than forcing you
to re-invent your mixing method, the ioStation 24c augments the
way you currently mix. You will still use your faithful keyboard
and mouse for things they do well, while the ioStation 24c
handles what you really want to get your fingers on: your mix.
This is DAW control the way you always hoped it could be!

Your studio assistant.
The ioStation 24c’s unique Session Navigator is your caffeine-fueled

Streamlined workflow and support for both MCU and HUI
protocols make it fast and easy to control Pro Tools, Logic Pro
X, Cubase, Ableton Live, and more. No driver installation is
necessary; just plug in your ioStation 24c and take command
of your mix. Deep integration with the included PreSonus
Studio One Artist will let you mix at lightning speed.

assistant engineer, providing easy access to eight mission-critical
functions for maximum flexibility. Use the large encoder button
and companion buttons to edit and mix with greater efficiency
and speed. Scroll through your timeline using the encoder or work
measure-by-measure with the arrow buttons; zoom in and out
on the timeline with the encoder and make your tracks larger or
smaller with the arrow buttons; navigate and drop markers; and
maintain constant control of your main level. Once you start using
the Session Navigator, you’ll wonder how you mixed without it.

